
UNEEKOR EYE XO

THE ROSTER’S GOLF SIM PRO



Uneekor Eye XO features two high speed cameras, allowing extremely
precise measurements. 

Angle of Descent
Flight Time
Distance to Apex
Carry 
Run
Total Distance

Uneekor Technology
Uses ultra-high-speed cameras to capture and analyze your shot data.
Capable of capturing over 3000 frames per second, these devices
provide superb accuracy and instant shot display. The differentiator
with Uneekor lies in their Ball, Club, and Swing OPTIX technology. 
 

Data Points Measured

Ball Speed
Back Spin
Side Spin
Side Angle & Total
Launch Angle
Land Angle



Accuracy of Uneekor 
Without a doubt, the accuracy of the Uneekor EYE XO series are top-
notch. From driver to wedge, the EYE XO is right up there with
TrackMan and FlightScope X3 in regards to accuracy. 

And not just with distance numbers. The Uneekor is accurate across
the board - from spin, launch angles, swing speed, and more. Unlike
TrackMan these launch monitors don't miss many shots. From duck
hooks, to shanks, to 300+ yard drives, these devices are able to pick up
a variety of abnormal shots. Which is something that many launch
monitors tend to misread.



Uneekor Instant Data Feedback
The speed at which these launch monitors pick up the shot is also a
huge plus. In just about as much time as it takes for you to lift your
head up towards the target after impact, these devices will have your
data and your shot tracer displayed. 

This really adds to the realism of your experience. Even though you're
hitting balls indoors into a screen, it really feels like you're hitting out
onto a driving range. The timing of when you hit the ball to the speed at
which the shot tracer is displayed feels very real.



Putting Capabilities
With the Uneekor EYE XO, you get a full golf simulator that has superb
putting functionality and is just as good for honing your iron game,
woods and driver. It is considered better than the SkyTrak and on par
with many professional systems.

In the E6 software you will see the best line that your ball should take to
the cup and the EYE XO  will accurately represent the path that your
ball would actually take using it's ability to precisely measure the ball
dynamics when your club strikes the ball. 

Even better, the EYE XO uses unmarked ball technology so you can use
any ball you want and offers powerful features and additional data
parameters.

Swing by rain or shine!

UNEEKOR EYE XO


